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 Hazel Beck Hopkins is one of many forgotten writers who toiled in relative anonymity during radio's formative 

years. Unfortunately, no information has been uncovered regarding her personal life. The only record of her work consists 

of two short-lived radio programs which were broadcast on WGN during 1931 and 1932. 

 Hopkins worked in WGN's publicity department and her first known writing job came when she was assigned to 

The Punch and Judy Symphony. This series debuted on July 20, 1931, as a replacement for Uncle Quin's (Quin Ryan) Punch 

and Judy Show which has been running since the late 1920s. The Punch and Judy Symphony, aired at 6:15 p.m., featured 

“light musical numbers” with a thin storyline using various animal characters such as Jumbo, Ducky Lucky, and Cuckoo. 

The program was preceded by Irene Wicker, Kellogg's Singing Lady, and succeeded by the Goldenrod Dinner Dance 

program. This musical show seems to have lasted just a few weeks. 

 Eighteen months later Hopkins again earned the opportunity to pen an aural program, this one entitled The Silver 

Thread. The new series was “the story of two girls who determine to follow the silver thread of adventure and romance, as it 

weaves its way through the drab realities of everyday experience.” It debuted over WGN on December 5, 1932, and ran 

each weekday at 11:00. 

  The program featured Eunice Yanke, who also played Lillums on the station's Harold Teen show which was based 

on the daily comic strip of the same name, as Carol Martin, an unemployed secretary. Beulah Van Alstyne, in her first radio 

role, played Carol's sister Josephine Martin. Van Alstyne was a seasoned stage actress, having performed with the Coffer-

Miller Players for three seasons. Orin Brandon (referred to as Orson Brandon in Dunning's On the Air) was cast as Dockery, 

“a man grown old in the service of a noted family,” and Anne Birk Kuper as Mrs. Dockery, his wife.  Like Van Alstyne, 

Brandon made his radio debut with The Silver Thread. Prior, he had spent fifteen years with such West Coast outfits as the 

Ben Wilkes, Oliver Morosco, and Alcazar stock companies. His most prominent radio credit would come in 1937 when he 

was cast on the serial Arnold Grimm's Daughter as John Tremaine. Kuper was a Chicago-area orator known for solo 

presentations before civic organizations. Reporter Jerry Wood, another recurring character, was portrayed by Jean 

O'Connor, perhaps the radio veteran of the group. O'Connor was previously heard in the local series Over at the Hoopers 

and the more prominent Easy Aces. He was still at WGN in 1934 where he was working sound effects on Ben Potter. That 

series starred Charles Flynn, Dolly Day, Maria Nelson, and Charles Calvert. Blair Walliser wrote that series and Hugh 

Studebaker announced. 

 Unfortunately, few clues have survived giving contemporary readers an idea of the show's content. The single plot-



line that has been discovered was broadcast in December, 1932. That week's mystery focused on the sisters' efforts to carry 

out the will of the last of the Chatterfield family, so that the estate could be properly distributed. Radio schedules indicate 

The Silver Thread was off the air before the end of 1932 and no recordings of the program exist. 
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